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Lin Kai shook his head helplessly, and had to make friends with the young woman. 

After the addition was over, the young woman suddenly lowered her head, hesitated for a moment, and 

then she was rather shy, and said, “Well…Lin Kai, besides the problems of your feet, will you treat other 

aspects? Yes? It should be said that… there is something wrong with my waist. 

After all, it is a teacher, and he is often on the stage, and a stand is forty to fifty minutes, or even an 

hour. So my waist sometimes feels sore, and always very tired. Can you give me a few more massages, 

there should be no problem? “ 

The young woman was actually quite embarrassed and spoke out. After all, Lin Kai just helped her a lot, 

and she still wants Lin Kai to help. 

Thinking of this, she felt that something was wrong, so she hurriedly said, “Of course, it is paid. Whether 

it is treated or not, my waist problems are paid.” 

Lin Kai waved his hand: “The remuneration is unnecessary. As for whether the treatment can be done 

well, it shouldn’t be a big problem.” 

Lin Kai noticed that there was something wrong with the young woman’s waist. Anyway, with a little 

effort, he said: “Your waist problem has been there for a long time. After a few massages, it still doesn’t 

work. You have to cooperate. The silver needle therapy can only be completely cured by performing it 

together.” 

It is said to be treated with silver needles, but it is actually treated with Zhen Qi. It is impossible for him 

to say that he is using infuriating energy instead of using silver needles as an excuse. 

When the young woman listened, her eyes lit up, and she looked at Lin Kai in disbelief, and said, “You 

can do the silver needle treatment of Chinese medicine?” 

Lin Kai said casually, “Understand a little.” 

The young woman was very pleased when she heard this, and at the same time she looked forward to it. 

After that, Lin Kai took out a silver needle, while the young woman blushed and lifted up her coat, 

revealing the piece of her waist. 

The young woman’s waist is still quite thin, but fortunately the young woman got used to it just now, 

and Lin Kai treated her. 

So now, I am not as shy as before. 

The young woman said at this time: “My waist was a problem that fell a few years ago. At first I didn’t 

care about it. After I became a teacher this year, I stood on the podium for a long time, and then I 

gradually felt exhausted.” 



Lin Kai nodded, he could see what was wrong with the young woman’s waist. 

So he said: “Understood, I will treat you now, and it will restore you to the same level as before. It may 

be a little painful when I use a needle.” 

The young woman nodded when she heard the words. 

It didn’t take long for Lin Kai to circulate infuriating energy in secret, and then pierced the young 

woman’s waist with a silver needle, while infuriating energy was transmitted. 

The young woman suddenly felt that her waist was more comfortable than ever before, and couldn’t 

help letting out an exclamation. 

At this moment, outside the door, a man in his 30s, wearing gold glasses, holding flowers in his hand, 

came to the young woman’s door with a smile on his face. 

The man with golden glasses heard the young woman, Xu Qingcheng’s voice. 

The man with gold wire glasses was stunned for an instant, how did this sound sound and how it made 

people think. 

He couldn’t help but want to push the door open, but it was locked, so naturally he couldn’t open it. 

This dormitory is the kind with windows, but the windows are higher. 

The man with gold wire glasses couldn’t help but jumped up and looked into the window. 

I immediately saw Xu Qingcheng, who seemed to be doing something with a young handsome man. 

This man with gold glasses instantly became angry. He has been chasing Xu Qingcheng for a long time, 

but Xu Qingcheng has always been that kind of rejection attitude towards him. 

A man with golden silk glasses would naturally not give up. Anyway, after he investigated, Xu Qingcheng 

had never been in a relationship. 

Today is the first day of enrollment, he is still thinking, first send flowers to Xu Qingcheng. Seeing 

whether Xu Qingcheng accepts it, if he accepts it, he will immediately implement the plan. Under the 

bombardment of various sugar-coated shells, he will not believe it and will not be able to catch Xu 

Qingcheng. 

But now, what did he see? 

I actually saw Xu Qingcheng and a young boy, and I don’t know what they were doing in it. This is still 

the teacher’s dormitory! 

Thinking of this, the man with golden silk glasses became even more angry, and slammed a few punches 

directly on the door: “Open the door! Xu Qingcheng, open the door! If you don’t open the door, think 

about the consequences for yourself!” 

Xu Qingcheng in the room heard the knock on the door and the voice of that voice coming from outside. 

Xu Qingcheng’s face suddenly changed slightly, although she had nothing to do with the man with 

golden glasses outside. 



But this man with golden glasses is the dean of the school. 

This is not the point, the point is that the man with gold glasses has been chasing her. 

Xu Qingcheng didn’t know how many times she had rejected the man who had the golden glasses. 

However, she was so desperate and disgusted. 

Especially the man with gold wire glasses is often that kind, thinking it is like her boyfriend. 

Last time, she was just walking with a cousin of her own, was recognized in the street, and then cursed 

her cousin. 

At that time Xu Qingcheng was totally disgusted by this man with golden glasses. 

Now Lin Kai is treating her waist disease. If this is seen by a man with golden glasses, it would be fine. 

Mainly, Xu Qingcheng worried that it was hard for her to pass the exam to the teacher of this school. 

Because this man with gold glasses, besides being the dean himself, is also related behind his back. 

If she completely offends the man with gold glasses, her job is likely to be gone. 

This is one of the reasons why Xu Qingcheng has always been mad at this man with golden glasses. 

Therefore, Xu Qingcheng was struggling and wanted to subconsciously stop the treatment, but went to 

open the door. 

Lin Kai naturally noticed that Xu Qingcheng’s expression changed, and she couldn’t help but say, “Don’t 

worry, it will take three minutes for your waist disease to be completely cured.” 

Lin Kai was using Zhen Qi to get rid of the moisture from Xu Qingcheng’s waist. 

When Xu Qingcheng heard the knocking outside the door, she still kept on, she smiled bitterly: “Lin Kai, I 

am a person who dare not offend, told me to open the door, I dare not open the door.” 

Lin Kai said indifferently, “It’s okay, let him wait. As for the rest of the matter, I will also leave it to me, 

so that person dare not treat you.” 

Not long ago, when the man with golden glasses said that sentence, think about the consequences, Lin 

Kai understood that this man with golden glasses must have some background. Then use these 

backgrounds to suppress or bully Xu Qingcheng. This phenomenon is too common in the workplace. 

Lin Kai also had a lot of knowledge, and it was not impossible to go and help. 

Xu Qingcheng felt relieved inexplicably when she heard Lin Kai’s words. 
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More importantly, Xu Qingcheng also knows that this waist treatment cannot be interrupted directly like 

that. 

Otherwise, once it is disconnected, it is still very troublesome to go to treatment again. 



Xu Qingcheng didn’t want to trouble Lin Kai any more, so she had to ignore the knock on the door of the 

man with golden glasses outside and let Lin Kai continue to treat him. 

At this time, the man with golden glasses outside the door was even more angry. He knocked for so long 

and shouted a few times. Unexpectedly, Xu Qingcheng would not open the door. 

Although he didn’t catch Xu Qingcheng, he was Xu Qingcheng’s superior, and behind him was the 

deputy dean. The dean is about to retire, and it is naturally the deputy dean who will take over, so which 

of his teachers in the school dare not give him some face? 

Thinking of this, the man with golden silk glasses continued to smash the door, banging and banging, 

and then shouted: “Xu Qingcheng! Come out! Are you taking my words as the wind in your ears? Let me 

tell you , Give you one minute, open the door for me!” 

Since Xu Qingcheng in the room had decided, let Lin Kai continue treatment. Nowadays, I heard the man 

with gold glasses still yelling there. She did bite the bullet and regarded it as the wind. 

Let the man with gold glasses outside the door knock on the door and roar. Anyway, she is a reasonable 

party, and she can’t help but open the door. This man with gold glasses can use the relationship behind 

her to expel her. 

The main thing is that Lin Kai is next to him. Lin Kai is here, which makes her feel safe inexplicably. That’s 

why he dared to ignore the man with gold glasses. 

After about three or four minutes passed, Lin Kai took a breath of true energy. After the transmission 

was completed, he took the silver needle off, and smiled at Xu Qingcheng and said, “It’s okay, how 

about you try.” 

Xu Qingcheng immediately stood up when she heard the words, and then moved her muscles and 

bones, and found that there was really a problem with her waist, which was gone. 

She looked at Lin Kai even more gratefully, ready to say some words of thanks, but unexpectedly the 

man with golden glasses outside the door made a threatening voice again. 

To put it straight, if you don’t open the door now, someone will quit her. 

Xu Qingcheng’s face changed slightly, she never expected that the man with gold glasses would really 

threaten her like this. 

She hurried to the door and opened the door of the room. 

The man with gold-wire glasses outside the door instantly saw Lin Kai in the room, pointed at Lin Kai, 

and shouted at Xu Qingcheng with unusual anger: “You can explain to me, who is he? You and him are 

here. Inside, what did you do there just now?” 

Before the change, Xu Qingcheng might still be quite afraid of the man with golden glasses, and she 

would explain it in detail. 

But now there is Lin Kai by her side, so she has some confidence in her heart, and she said: “First of all, 

you are not me, why should I tell you? Second, you violated the schools rules and broke into the 

dormitory. You yelled like that just now and disturbed this place.” 



In the face of Xu Qingcheng’s sudden hard temper, this made the man with golden glasses greatly 

annoyed. He didn’t expect Xu Qingcheng to dare to do this. 

He sneered: “Yes, I violated the rules. But you are not lazy, more serious than me. You take your 

students privately and mess around in the teacher’s dormitory. This alone will cause you to be expelled 

from the school! Even, No other college will hire you!” 

Xu Qingcheng’s face changed slightly, and she immediately said, “You are talking nonsense! First, he is 

not a student. Second, he is treating my waist disease, and he is completely cured!” 

I have to say, if you don’t really explain, this man with gold glasses might really go out nonsense, and 

then she will be expelled from school. 

Therefore, Xu Qingcheng said helplessly. 

However, the man with golden glasses sneered again: “Do you think I would believe it? As far as I know, 

your waist disease is considered congenital. Even if it is Professor Yang Deren, it is at best for you to 

relieve one or two. Months. There will be a relapse in a month or two. How can this kid be so young that 

he can treat your waist disease?” 

Then the man with the gold-wire glasses couldn’t allow Qingcheng to say anything more, so his eyes fell 

on Lin Kai, his face was very ugly and he shouted, “Boy, what’s your name? Which class?” 

The reason why a man with golden glasses would ask this question is of course to let this kid be 

expelled. 

He has regarded Xu Qingcheng as his own woman. How could he let a student get involved? 

As for the recognition of Lin Kai as a student, it is because Lin Kai is very young, and he is also well-

known among the teachers in the school, and every teacher is quite familiar. Even the new teacher, he 

has some understanding. 

So it is impossible to think of it as a teacher, and then subconsciously recognize it as a student. 

Lin Kai put the silver needle in his handle into a small wooden box. 

This is because he used to bring a silver needle by his side after treating Su Qiaoqiao and Su Mengmeng. 

In addition to the silver needle, there is a poisonous needle. That poisonous needle was the Leiyuan 

Group who wanted to use the poisonous needle to harm Li Shengxian. 

Anyway, now that there is a space ring, many things can be carried around, so there are many things. 

After Lin Kai finished this, he glanced at the man in the gold wire glasses and said lightly: “I’m sorry, I let 

you down, I am not a student.” 

He is not a student, a man with golden glasses, wants to use this to threaten Xu Qingcheng, naturally it 

will not work. 

Although the man with the gold-wire glasses can fabricate it randomly, but it is revealed that it is false, 

and if Qingcheng backhands the man with the gold-wire glasses to spread rumors, then the man with 

the gold-wire glasses may be suspended. 



Sure enough, the man with golden silk glasses heard Lin Kai say this, his face became more gloomy, he 

really didn’t use this to threaten Xu Qingcheng. 

The man with golden silk glasses thought for a moment, then continued to Lin Kai and sneered: “Since 

you are not a student, what are you doing in this teacher’s dormitory?” 

Lin Kai also wanted to prevent Xu Qingcheng from being threatened, so he said indifferently: “I came to 

send my friend to school. I just saw Teacher Xu got on her feet and couldn’t stand up, so she helped. I 

know a little about this medical skill. , Then treat it.” 

The more the man with the gold silk glasses listened, the more angry he became. Doesn’t that mean 

that this kid touched Xu Qingcheng’s body. 

He yelled at Lin Kai, “Explain clearly! How exactly did you treat it!” 

Lin Kai shook his head. He was too lazy to explain anything, so he talked to Xu Qingcheng and said, 

“Didn’t you say to invite me to dinner, then let’s go now.” 

The implication is to ignore this man with gold glasses. 

Xu Qingcheng naturally agreed. She really hated this man with gold glasses. 

However, the man with the gold silk glasses, seeing that both of them were ignoring him, he was 

furious, and went straight to grab Lin Kai, trying to block Lin Kai’s path. 
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“Boy? If you don’t explain it to me, don’t want to leave today!” 

This man with golden glasses thought he was stopped in front of Lin Kai, so he thought he could really 

stop Lin Kai. 

In addition, the man with gold wire glasses stretched out his hand, trying to grab Lin Kai’s arm. 

But how could Lin Kai let this man with golden glasses succeed, and with a casual effort, the man with 

golden glasses was shaken back again and again. 

The man with golden silk glasses was shocked and angry. He stared at Lin Kai and cursed: “Boy, you did it 

first. You are looking for death! Look at me…” 

Before the man with golden glasses was finished, Xu Qingcheng interrupted him: “I want to go out now, 

please let me out too, I want to close the door.” 

These words made the man with gold glasses become angry. He did not expect that Xu Qingcheng now 

dared to antagonize him one after another. 

Therefore, the man with golden glasses said to Xu Qingcheng with a cold voice: “Xu Qingcheng! Are you 

not on the face? Originally, I wanted to offer the best place last semester and recommend you to the 

vice principal! Haha, I can’t think of you doing this to me today, so you don’t have to think about this 

place! 



In addition, if you dont explain to me clearly today, what happened between you and this kid! After I can 

let you, don’t work here! “ 

At this time, the words of the man with gold glasses were completely threatening, and there was no 

cover up. 

Xu Qingcheng couldn’t bear the interruption of this man with golden glasses. Now Lin Kai is nearby. In 

addition, she also noticed just now that the man with gold glasses was stunned by Lin Kai at will. 

Moreover, the man with golden glasses was obviously a little afraid of Lin Kai, otherwise he would have 

started to fight Lin Kai long ago according to his personality. But he just talked to Lin Kai. 

As a result, Xu Qingcheng wanted to use this to make a thorough decision with this man with golden 

glasses, and let this man with golden glasses stop coming to her again. 

Therefore, Xu Qingcheng is not afraid of what the man with golden glasses said, but rather said: “The 

school leaders will naturally select the best teachers in the last period in a fair and just manner. Also, 

Yes, you made me lose my job here? I admit that you have something to do, but I didnt do anything. You 

cant just let me go, right?” 

What Xu Qingcheng said now was not polite, and pointed to the man with golden glasses: “Besides, this 

is my dormitory. I will let you out! You can go out now!” 

This man with golden glasses had an extremely gloomy face. He really had no idea that Xu Qingcheng 

would be so stiff now. 

But Xu Qingcheng was indeed the one who was reasonable. If he really forced Xu Qingcheng to bite him, 

he would be done. 

So this man with gold glasses gritted his teeth and retreated to the door, but still cursingly said, “Xu 

Qingcheng, and that kid, I remember!” 

After cursing the man with gold silk glasses, he left. 

Xu Qingcheng breathed a sigh of relief when she saw this scene, but she was still a little worried. She 

didn’t know what kind of methods the man with golden glasses would use to deal with her in the future. 

Seeing this, Lin Kai couldn’t help giving Xu Qingcheng three amulets. 

Xu Qingcheng thought it was an ordinary amulet, and didn’t care too much, but she also wore it on her 

body. 

As for eating, Lin Kai originally wanted to be with Xu Qingcheng. 

It’s just that when he first went out, he received a call from Baishantang’s Yang Mengzi. 

Speaking of which, Yang Mengzi also often contact him. 

The main reason is that Yang Mengzi asked Lin Kai for some problems in the field of Chinese medicine. 

For such an eager to learn, Lin Kai naturally tapped his finger. 



That’s why Yang Mengzi always used an admiring tone to introduce Lin Kai to her grandfather Yang 

Deren in front of her grandfather Yang Deren. 

At the beginning, Lin Kai didn’t want to understand why Yang Deren invited him to come to the medical 

school for a special class. 

Until now he saw the message sent by Yang Mengzi before, and then he knew that it was him two days 

ago. On the flight to the provincial capital, Zhou Yanru’s video was saved and spread in a small area. 

The spread was mainly Yang Deren’s group of old doctors, so that Yang Deren felt that Lin Kai’s medical 

skills must be very good. 

At this time, Lin Kai answered the phone. 

On the other end of the phone, Yang Mengzi’s voice came immediately: “Mr. Lin, are you still in Nanjiao 

City?” 

“I’m still here, what’s the matter?” 

Lin Kai responded that as for the southern suburbs, it is the urban area where it is now. 

Yang Mengzi hurriedly said: “Mr. Lin, there is a patient with a very special identity at the First Central 

Hospital in Nanjiao City. This patients disease is not only difficult for several experts in this field, but also 

for me. Grandpa. Because of that person, we have to find a Chinese medicine treatment. We can’t find 

anyone in a short time. 

Then my grandfather thought of you and asked me to ask if you are still in Nanjiao City and do you have 

time. If you are there, and you have time, I hope you can go there and see what you can do. “ 

Lin Kai was surprised at once, even Yang Deren couldn’t help it. 

Before Lin Kai, he didn’t understand how powerful Yang Deren was, Yang Mengzi’s grandfather. 

The main reason is that Yang Deren is indifferent to fame and fortune. He runs a family of Baishantang 

handed down from his ancestors. He is also very low-key. He is truly kind of a doctor. 

Even in this medical school, it’s just a name, just to teach students Chinese medicine, and I hope to 

promote Chinese medicine. 

Therefore, Yang Deren is the kind of famous doctor who does not show the mountains or the water. 

Yang Deren had nothing to do. It seemed that the patient’s disease was very different. 

Lin Kai thought for a while, then asked, “What is the identity of the patient?” 

Yang Mengzi responded: “I heard that he is an international friend. The international friend has a special 

status and must not die in our country. So this is also a national mission. If you can treat that 

international friend, you will be rewarded a lot.” 

“Oh?” Lin Kai was slightly surprised. 

While he was thinking, a message popped up, and the person above asked him if he was in Donghai. 



Lin Kai didn’t have to guess, it was the person above who wanted him to save the international friend. 

Lin Kai didn’t refuse anything, so he first said to Yang Mengzi: “I’m going over now, and besides, I can’t 

guarantee whether I can cure it. I’m just trying.” 

After all, he hadn’t looked at the situation in detail, so he didn’t say anything, so he was so sure. 

After Lin Kai hung up the phone call with Yang Mengzi, he immediately returned to the person above, 

saying that he knew it, no need to say anything, he rushed over now. 

After Lin Kai bid farewell to Xu Qingcheng, he started driving to the First Central Hospital and hurried 

over. 
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At this time, at the First Central Hospital. 

In a very high-end ward, this ward is dedicated to those who are powerful, powerful, and status-

conscious. 

A foreign girl with a very beautiful long blue hair was using crappy Mandarin, yelling: “How long have 

you discussed it for a long time, haven’t you a treatment plan?” 

Next to the blue long-haired foreign girl, there is a beautiful translator, which is a close-to-body 

translator of the blue long-haired foreign girl. To the blue long-haired foreign girl, she said: “Miss, wait, 

I’ll go see Look at the specific situation.” 

Outside, there are actually a group of famous doctors standing in their 50s, 60s, or even 70s. 

The older the doctor, the more popular, because the qualifications and experience are there, especially 

among these famous doctors, but the real famous doctors. In the entire China, it is also the kind of top 

experts. 

Among them is Yang Deren, the grandfather of Yang Mengzi. 

“Old Cheng, how is the discussion? What is the specific treatment for him?” 

Dean Wang, the dean of the First Central Hospital, was also there, looking anxiously at an old white-

headed man. 

That is, Mr. Cheng mentioned by Dean Wang. 

Cheng Lao’s level is about the same as Yang Deren’s, except that Cheng Lao has always been active on 

the bright side, so from the perspective of fame, he has to be more famous. 

The main reason is that Yang Deren himself is very low-key and his level is similar. 

At this time, Old Cheng responded: “Dean Wang, we are still discussing, this disease is still quite 

complicated.” 



Cheng Laozheng said, there is also a famous doctor next to him, who is talking: “The patient has no idea 

what kind of poison, and has been infected internally. I think we still have to use western medicine to 

perform the test.” 

After hearing this, Dean Wang smiled bitterly and shook his head: “If I really use Western medicine, how 

can I be so sad. I don’t know what the patient thinks. As a Westerner, he just ran to our country. , Come 

to find Chinese medicine treatment. If this patient has a special identity, I would ignore it long ago.” 

Dean Wang just finished speaking, the beautiful translator of the blue long-haired foreign girl walked 

out, and then said to everyone outside: “My eldest lady, because she thinks the Chinese medicine of 

Huaxia Country is very good, she came all the way. Look. If you can treat it, treat it as soon as possible 

and don’t waste time. 

If the treatment is completed, my eldest lady will give away a large number of the most advanced 

medical equipment at her own expense. If the treatment is not good, just speak up. “ 

When I heard this, both the ancients and the Yang Deren and others looked very embarrassed. They are 

domestic and are very famous in their respective fields. 

They were invited by Dean Wang, and the country also took it seriously, so they gathered here to discuss 

and discuss. 

Unexpectedly, the disease of the blue long-haired foreign girl is really rare, and they are a little helpless. 

What made them even more embarrassed was that the translators around the blue long-haired foreign 

girl began to question them. 

At this time, Mr. Cheng felt that this international friend could not be looked down upon, so he 

immediately made a decision and said: “Chinese medicine is about prescribing the right medicine. Your 

eldest lady, I don’t know what poison is in it, so this is what embarrass us. But if you insist on Chinese 

medicine for treatment, there is another way, but there is still a little danger, and that is to fight poison 

with poison. 

But this approach inevitably has some negative effects. More importantly, it may even exacerbate the 

development of toxins. Of course, those of us are well-known doctors, and we can guarantee that the 

toxins will not be aggravated. The negative effect is not something we can control, and it depends on 

the patient’s physique. We are only 40% sure of this method. “ 

It seems to be very sure, but it is also full of uncertainty. The most important thing is that the patients 

identity is special, and they dare not make arbitrary decisions. If they fail, its not good. 

This is why, after discussing for a long time, everyone hasn’t decided what kind of treatment to use. 

As a beauty translator, when Mr. Cheng said so, she frowned and said, “Only 40%? Then I have to ask my 

eldest lady.” 

The beautiful translator walked into the ward immediately, and told the old Cheng Lao words without 

missing a word. The blue long-haired foreign girl listened to it. 

The blue long-haired foreign girl instantly shook her head again and again: “I think it is a lie to fight 

poison with poison! And it is only 40% sure, half of it has not arrived, this is also called sure?” 



The door was open, so Yang Deren, Cheng Lao and others could clearly hear the words of the blue long-

haired foreigner. 

This makes them very helpless, they have discussed for a long time, but this method is the most sure 

way. 

There are no other methods. 

Dean Wang was also worried. He knew that this group of experts and famous doctors was very 

embarrassed, but he still said: “Ancient, and Mr. Yang, please think of a solution. The above has asked us 

to start treating this patient. .” 

Before Cheng Lao and Yang Deren could answer anything, the blue long-haired foreign girl inside was 

very disappointed and said: “I have heard that your Chinese medicine doctor is very good, and it turned 

out to be nothing more than that. I was really disappointed. A few months. Earlier, I told you Chinese 

men how powerful Chinese medicine is. 

Unexpectedly, after discussing it for so long now, it is only 40% certain. You know, when I was there, 

those experts were 80% sure, which was twice as high. I just came here to see if there is more than 80% 

certainty in this place. The result disappointed me. If it still doesn’t work, then forget it. “ 

The expressions of Yang Deren, Cheng Lao and others were even harder to look at when the foreign girl 

with blue long hair said so. 

Unexpectedly, they have lived for most of their lives and have achieved their own achievements in their 

own fields. However, as a result, they are now looked down upon by a little girl. 

If you look down on them, it’s fine, but this has risen to the entire field of Chinese medicine, which is not 

good. 

Yang Deren was about to say something when his cell phone rang. It was a message from his 

granddaughter Yang Mengzi saying that Lin Kai had already rushed here. 

Yang Deren couldn’t help but think of the young man in that video who quickly cured the girl with the 

sequelae of the congenital disease. 

He could naturally see why the girl fainted, and if not treated in time, her life would indeed be in danger. 

But he couldn’t see that the young guy was just using the treatment methods Lin Kai displayed. 

In addition, his granddaughter Yang Mengzi strongly praised Lin Kai and had high attainments in Chinese 

medicine, so that he only invited Lin Kai to attend a school lecture. 

Unexpectedly, Lin Kai would really come over. 

So Yang Deren took back the phone, looked at everyone, and smiled at the blue long-haired foreign girl 

in the ward, “Don’t worry, maybe he has a way.” 
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“Who?” 

“Old Yang, who can do it?” 

Before waiting in the ward, the long-haired foreign girl reacted, and Dean Wang, Lao Cheng and others 

all looked at Yang Deren in surprise. Could it be said, who else is better than them? 

Yang Deren was naturally talking about Lin Kai. He didnt sell anything, so he bluntly said: “You guys 

should have watched the video I posted in the group yesterday? That young man named Lin Kai. It 

happened that my granddaughter had a relationship with him. It’s pretty good, and I know it. 

I also happen to know that Lin Kai is in this southern suburb. So not long ago, I asked my granddaughter 

to see if Lin Kai had time to come over. Just now, my granddaughter sent a message saying that Lin Kai 

had rushed over. I think he might have a way. “ 

When Yang Deren said this, Dean Wang, Cheng Lao and others were all taken aback, and then they all 

looked at Yang Deren with weird eyes. 

“Old Yang, I admit that in the video, the kid has some tricks, but his level of Chinese medicine is not 

reflected, right?” 

“Yeah, Mr. Yang, even if that kid can do TCM and has some means, he should be around twenty years 

old at his age. So he has some abilities, he can’t be better than us, right?” 

Some other famous doctors were very upset. 

After all, Yang Deren’s words seemed to them, not as good as the kid named Lin Kai. 

Although they all watched it, Yang Deren was in the group yesterday and posted the video. 

With their professional gaze, they naturally wouldn’t think that Lin Kai was lucky enough to wake up the 

patient who fainted on the plane. 

I can see that the patient is a congenital sequelae of the disease. If it is not treated in time, it will indeed 

be very life-threatening. 

When such sequelae occur, even if they are sent to the hospital, they need immediate surgery before 

they can be treated. 

However, the young man in the video pressed a little above the patient’s chest. 

In their view, it is a means of acupuncture points in Chinese medicine. 

However, they couldn’t see what method Lin Kai used. 

In fact, no matter how these people guessed, they couldn’t guess what Lin Kai was using. Let alone 

guessing, I’m afraid I didn’t even think about it. 

As a result, these famous doctors admitted that Lin Kai had some TCM skills, but they didn’t think that 

Lin Kai was better than them. 

At this time, Old Cheng couldn’t help but said, “It’s useless for that little guy to come. At present, the 

probability of attacking with poison is the greatest.” 



In the ward, the foreign girl with blue long hair showed a trace of anger on his face when he heard the 

words of those outside: “A young man in his early twenties? Let him treat me? You dont have the ability, 

dont Just find someone to perfuse me. Since your treatment is not good, then I have to go back.” 

Dean Wang was shocked immediately, and he hurriedly walked into the ward, and said: “Miss Anna Xili, 

don’t rush to go! We will have a way. The reason why we haven’t thought of it so quickly, you give us 

some more Time! I will come up with a better way to treat you! Trust us!” 

The reason why Dean Wang is so anxious is because he has issued a military order to find a way to treat 

this long blue-haired foreign girl. 

Otherwise, if you leave the blue long-haired foreign girl without starting treatment, then the dean of the 

hospital will be resigned. 

Being resigned is a trivial matter, mainly because this blue long-haired foreign girl is also famous in the 

world. If it is publicized, it will be internationally and may be a little embarrassing. 

Dean Wang cannot afford this responsibility. So it is impossible to let this blue long-haired foreign girl 

leave so easily. 

At least it needs to be treated for a little while, if the treatment is really unsuccessful, then even if it 

spreads to the outside world, there will be no more jokes. 

Before the blue long-haired foreign girl could say anything, Mr. Cheng also walked in at this time. He 

spoke to Dean Wang and said: “The best treatment I can think of is what I just said. Since this Miss Anna 

Hilli, who is unwilling to accept this method, I have nothing to do.” 

Old Cheng also has a temper. The best treatment he can think of is this, but the other party repeatedly 

ridicules his inability. This made Cheng Lao still a bit angry. 

Dean Wang immediately smiled bitterly when he heard the words: “Old Cheng, dont. You must have 

other options, or I will find some top experts like you to discuss and discuss together. Maybe a few 

peoples ideas will be exchanged. Below, there can be a better way.” 

In fact, Mr. Cheng had a very good relationship with Dean Wang. He had a temper because of what the 

blue-haired foreign girl said. 

Now I heard Dean Wang, almost with a request, and Cheng Lao said helplessly: “Fine, but there is only 

one way I can think of. If I can accept this way, I can get treatment immediately. I can’t accept it, I can 

only wait for the few people you called to come over.” 

While talking, Mr. Cheng walked out of the ward. 

It was the foreign girl with blue long hair who saw Cheng Lao leave and sneered again: “I said, what kind 

of treatment you have discussed, of course I will not accept it, only 40% sure. And you ask Those who 

come will not work either. I can give you another half day. If you havent figured out anything for half a 

day, then I can only say goodbye!” 

Hearing this from the foreign girl with blue long hair, Dean Wang smiled bitterly again. He had no idea 

that he would encounter such a thing. 



It should be said that if you don’t understand this blue long-haired foreign girl, come to Huaxia Country 

instead of going to other places, just come to this third-tier city. 

Southern suburbs can be said to be a third-tier city, not a first-tier metropolis. Many experts in this area 

are concentrated in first-tier metropolises and second-tier cities. 

The reason why this Southern Suburb City can invite people at the level of Cheng Lao and Yang Deren in 

a short time is because there is a medical school in the country that can be ranked first in China. 

Therefore, some people from Cheng Lao and Yang Deren can be invited soon. 

But now, whether it is Cheng Lao or Yang Deren, as well as some other experts, they are also helpless 

with this blue long-haired babe. 

While Dean Wang was thinking about it distressedly, he was about to call and invite several experts from 

the provincial capital to come over. 

The elevator on the first floor of the outer door of the ward opened and Lin Kai came. He had just 

stepped out of the elevator, and many people’s eyes were focused on him. 

Among them was Yang Deren, Yang Mengzis grandfather. Yang Deren hurried forward when he saw Lin 

Kai, and said with a smile: “Little friend Lin, I didnt expect you to be so soon. I often hear from my 

granddaughter that you helped her answer. Thank you for the many intractable diseases in traditional 

Chinese medicine.” 

Chapter 1596: Still Too Young 

Chapter 1596 is too young 

Lin Kai immediately shook his head and smiled when he heard the words: “Old Yang is polite. I am 

nothing more than a gesture of help. There is no need to thank you. What is the specific situation of that 

patient?” 

He didn’t make any detours, and directly asked about the patient’s condition. 

He is not only invited by Yang Deren, but also the person above, who also invites him. 

As a result, Lin Kai didn’t have so much nonsense. 

When Yang Deren saw Lin Kai in such a hurry, he first looked at Lin Kai very satisfied, as if looking at his 

son-in-law. 

Then Yang Deren didn’t talk too much nonsense, and talked about the blue long-haired foreign girl. 

After speaking, he even smiled and said: “Xiaoyou Lin, Lao Cheng and I, the most sure thing at the 

moment is to restrain with poison and see if it can offset it. But the confidence is still not big, you see, 

there is Is there no other better way?” 

In fact, Yang Deren didn’t think that Lin Kai really had a better idea. 

Just thought that Lin Kai might be able to provide some ideas, after all, he had asked his granddaughter. 



When his granddaughter asked Lin Kai to answer questions about Chinese medicine, she not only hit the 

nail on the head, but she also had some better ideas to make that way more perfect. 

This is why Yang Deren invited Lin Kai to come over, just to see if Lin Kai could provide any ideas, and 

then they would perfect it. 

However, what Yang Deren never expected was that Lin Kai immediately said: “You can’t use poison to 

fight poison. The silver needle can still be used to treat it. The patient’s internal organs are weakened 

due to toxins.” 

Lin Kai’s voice was not loud or small, it was quite normal. 

However, since this is in the hospital, especially this floor, which is still VIP level, it is even more quiet. 

Therefore, Lin Kai’s voice was heard by some famous doctors not far away. 

These famous doctors regarded Lin Kai as a younger generation. They did not deny that Lin Kai had some 

tricks. I said that before, or because Yang Deren said that Lin had a way to meet and they were refuting 

Yang Deren. 

Lin Kai just came here, they didn’t say much, they just looked at Lin Kai with the eyes of the younger 

generation, and they all thought that he was a potential younger generation. 

But now, what did they hear? 

Hearing Lin Kai said that with silver needles, the symptoms of the blue-haired foreigner can be cured? 

The acupuncture and moxibustion technique of Chinese medicine is a recognized method that has been 

passed down for thousands of years. 

But none of these famous doctors can’t do this kind of acupuncture, but facing the blue long-haired 

foreign girl’s symptoms, no one thinks that his own acupuncture can treat it. 

Even for top experts like Yang Deren and Cheng Lao, the first way to deny it is to use acupuncture. 

So when I heard Lin Kai say this, all of them suddenly showed disdain, and looked at Lin Kai slightly 

sarcastically. 

They still had a good impression of Lin Kai this junior, but they now see that Lin Kai is talking big and 

bragging. Suddenly, they lost their affection. 

Cheng Lao, who came out of the ward, looked at Lin Kai in the same way, and shook his head slightly. 

At this time, Dean Wang just came out and heard Lin Kai say so. 

Dean Wang was very irritable at first, but now he heard a young junior say this kind of laughable words. 

He was worried about these words, when he was heard by the blue long-haired foreign girl in the ward, 

he hurriedly said to Yang Deren, “Old Yang, who is this junior? How to speak such a big talk. The silver 

needle method, You and Cheng Lao have the same views, that’s useless.” 

Yang Deren was also very embarrassed at once, and he did not expect Lin to say such things in a 

meeting. 



He just wanted to know if Lin Kai had any whimsical ideas, but the whimsical ideas this time really 

seemed to exist only in the strange ideas. 

However, he did not completely distrust Lin Kai. 

In any case, he personally invited Lin Kai to come. Coupled with his granddaughter’s level of Chinese 

medicine, it is also increasing at a speed visible to the naked eye. 

It would be no surprise for him to change to someone else and increase the level of Chinese medicine in 

this way. 

But this is his granddaughter, so it’s different. 

Because Yang Deren himself taught Chinese medicine to his grandchildren and granddaughters from an 

early age. 

Originally, their ancestors focused on this, and they are considered to have been studying Chinese 

medicine for generations. 

It’s just that his son’s talent in this area is average, and he can only pin his hopes on his grandson and 

granddaughter. 

It turns out that he did not disappoint. 

Under his guidance, his grandson and granddaughter are now able to act independently and run 

Baishantang well. 

You know, ordinary Chinese medicine practitioners who have been in the profession for 20 to 30 years 

may not be able to run Baishantang well. 

Baishantang is open to any patient, with all kinds of difficult and miscellaneous diseases, so we must 

learn the knowledge of Chinese medicine in all aspects. 

Of course, both the grandson and the granddaughter are still young, and there are many things they 

haven’t learned. 

So Yang Mengzi often asked Lin Kai, but Lin Kai answered easily. 

Those answers made Yang Mengzi progress very fast. 

Yang Deren knew that Lin Kai was at least better than his grandson and granddaughter in knowledge, 

and was not much weaker than many experts. 

Especially Yang Deren, seeing Lin Kai’s answer for his granddaughter, can make him helpless, indicating 

that he is inferior to Lin Kai in many aspects. 

Thinking of this, Yang Deren began to introduce Lin Kai to everyone, saying: “I have seen the video I 

made yesterday, and you probably know him. He is what I call Lin Kailin’s little friend. Lin Kai came by 

invitation. I can give this You said that Lin Kai knows better than I am about certain Chinese medicine.” 

Everyone looked at Yang Deren unexpectedly, but they didn’t expect Yang Deren to say such things. 



Among them, Cheng Lao can be compared with Yang Deren. To be precise, in the area of Chinese 

medicine, there are very few people in China who can compare with Yang Deren. 

Although Yang Deren said so, others still think that Lin Kai is still too young to be credible. 

Mr. Cheng said, “I said Mr. Yang, you know that you are passionate about love, but he can say these 

ways, which is enough to show that his level is average. You have to say some aspects for him. , Not as 

good as him, you are too ridiculous.” 

Dean Wang also hurriedly said: “Yeah, Mr. Yang, you think this kid has a good relationship with your 

granddaughter, and you can’t protect him like this. He is so young, and he needs some tempering in the 

future. Achievement. If you protect him like this, it will harm him. After all, flowers in a greenhouse are 

never good.” 

Dean Wang actually studied Western medicine and was a bit disdainful of Chinese medicine. After all, 

what age is this and Chinese medicine has fallen behind. 

But this time, if it were not for the completion of the above tasks, he would not invite so many Chinese 

medicine experts over. 

Chapter 1597: Guarantee 

Chapter 1597 

Yang Deren heard what Cheng Lao and Dean Wang said, and wanted to say something to refute. 

But at this time, Lin Kai took the lead and said: “I think you have misunderstood something. First of all, it 

is the first time I met Lao Yang. There is no Yang Lao guarding me. Secondly, I just gave some pointers. 

Old Yang’s granddaughter is not what you think. The last point is that the silver needle method I 

mentioned can indeed be cured.” 

What Lin Kai said is also true. He heard that Yang Deren introduced him to the specific situation of the 

patients in the ward. 

In an instant, he thought of this way of treatment. He didn’t use real energy, but actually used silver 

needles. 

The system taught him knowledge of Chinese medicine, and there are records in this area, so that he 

uses such a positive tone. 

Dean Wang didn’t expect that juniors like Lin Kai would refute so calmly in front of their seniors. 

Dean Wang felt that his face was a little awkward, and he looked angrily at Lin Kai, and then said: “This 

kid, isn’t it what I said? It’s Yang always. I dont have a mind to protect you, otherwise youll just laugh out 

of your teeth when you say that you are treated with silver needles. If you dont protect you, you wont 

speak for you.” 

Mr. Cheng saw that several people were about to quarrel. Although he was also very upset with Lin Kai, 

this was not a place for quarrels after all. 



Therefore, Cheng Lao said: “Needless to say, the silver needle treatment method is definitely not 

feasible. We have not discussed it before, and the final result is that the method of poisoning poison is 

the most sure. Since the patient I don’t want to accept this method, and I have no alternative. 

Dean Wang, you should hurry up and invite the top experts in this area to come over, wait for it, and 

discuss it together. Leave now to avoid affecting the patient’s mood. “ 

Some famous doctors on the scene agreed with Cheng Lao’s words. After hearing the words, they all 

nodded, preparing to leave here first. 

Dean Wang was a little anxious. After all, these people left, but the blue long-haired foreign girl in the 

ward would be more questioned. 

Although he said that he had given him a long time, he might regret it in the next moment, then he 

would be over. 

So Dean Wang immediately said to these famous doctors: “Everyone, it’s troublesome to stay. If you 

leave like this, the patient may leave. So I hope everyone can stay here for a while.” 

Mr. Cheng was a little unhappy, and responded: “Dean Wang, I came here because of your face. You are 

wrong to say that, and we are not completely obligated to stay here. And we have already discussed it. 

There is a solution, but the patient is unwilling to accept it. What other way do we have. So we can only 

wait for the few people you called to come over. 

Even from the provincial capital, it would take at least four or five hours. Is it possible that we stay here 

for four or five hours? We are all doctors, and there are patients waiting for us. It is impossible to let 

other patients wait for such a patient. “ 

Hearing what Cheng Lao said, the Dean Wang suddenly smiled bitterly. Cheng Lao did say something 

very reasonable. It is impossible for him to stop these famous doctors and treat other patients. 

At this time, Lin Kai inserted an inappropriate sentence, and said lightly, “I’ll be honest, the method you 

discussed seems to be only 40% certain. In fact, it may not even be 10% certain. Because of that. The 

toxin has already penetrated the internal organs and the internal organs have declined. This shows that 

the toxin is very toxic. 

It also shows that the toxin has completely submerged into the internal organs. If you use a poison of 

equal toxicity, let alone, can you find a match? Even if a match is found, it is very dangerous. After all, 

the patient’s original toxin is very strong, if this toxin has no effect, it will only double the damage. 

At that time, it will completely accelerate the life of the patient. The most important point is that the 

patient can’t bear it at all. The invasion of other toxins will destroy the body structure by the toxin itself. 

If there is a strong toxicity, then it is very likely that it will become more vulnerable. 

I never expected that you are in the circle anyway, and you all have a certain reputation. I really dont 

know how you discussed this approach. “ 

Lin Kai talked about it and pointed out all the problems directly. 

In fact, this method was mainly invented by Cheng Lao. During the process, only Yang Deren raised an 

objection, while the others agreed with Cheng Lao’s method one by one. 



No matter how outnumbered, he finally settled on the method proposed by Cheng Lao to fight with 

poison. 

Therefore, this method can also be said to be the idea of Cheng Lao. 

However, Lin Kai’s current sentence completely denies Cheng Lao, including all the famous doctors 

except Yang Deren. 

In the next moment, Cheng Lao and other famous doctors all looked a little ugly when they heard Lin Kai 

say this. He didn’t expect that this junior was talking about it. 

And in the end, they denied their final conclusion, which naturally made them very unhappy. Isn’t this 

questioning their ability? 

One of the famous doctors couldn’t help but said in a cold voice, “Junior, who is your teacher? You have 

taught you such a person with no respect, and you will definitely not be able to become a climate in the 

future.” 

Another famous doctor also immediately said: “Yes! This junior is not only inexperienced, but also 

talking about things, which is simply nonsense. The most important thing is that even a top-level 

existence like Cheng Lao dare Doubt? I really thought I was a little capable, so I thought I could stand at 

the pinnacle of this aspect.” 

Yang Deren heard the words of a few people and knew that it would be bad for anyone to continue like 

this. 

Since he had already taken Lin Kai’s position, he naturally trusted Lin Kai. 

The most important thing is that Lin Kai just said that when it comes to his heart, he also thinks that this 

method will not work. 

However, he was the only one who rebutted, and everyone else supported Cheng Lao, and his rebuttal 

was completely useless. 

But he didn’t have as detailed thoughts as Lin Kai, and he admired Lin Kai even more. 

So now, Yang Deren said in a deep voice: “Everyone, don’t look at Lin Xiaoyou so young, but he is indeed 

better than me in Chinese medicine. I can use the character accumulated for most of my life to 

guarantee Lin Open, he has his own unique insights in Chinese medicine. 

If you don’t believe it, you can let him try the method he said. Anyway, his method is not life-

threatening, and you will know the result if you try it. “ 

Chapter 1598: 90 Or More 

Chapter 1598: Over 90% 

“One more point, I have actually refuted it before. Old Cheng’s method of using poison to fight poison 

does not work. You should also remember the reason for my refutation. However, the reason for my 

refutation is not as detailed as Lin Xiaoyou. I dont say it, but the drawbacks I know are limited to so 

many. 



On the contrary, it was Lin Xiaoyou who said the drawbacks were very detailed. Think about what Lin 

Xiaoyou said carefully. Isn’t what he said makes no sense? I also talked about some of the problems 

pointed out by Lin Xiaoyou. If you question Lin Xiaoyou, dont you question me? Among you, only Cheng 

Lao is of the same level as me, but don’t forget that I have received national awards. “ 

Yang Deren immediately said again, in fact, he is not the kind of person to show off, but this time, in 

order to convince everyone of Lin Kai, he took out what kind of award he had received. 

This country’s award is naturally for Chinese medicine, and it is also the country’s most authoritative 

award for Chinese medicine. 

Over the years, Yang Deren also received this award, while Cheng Lao did not have the qualification. This 

shows that Yang Deren is actually slightly better than Cheng Lao in the field of Chinese medicine. 

Although one cannot rely on an award to explain anything, the awards of national authority must still 

contain gold. Why don’t other people get this award? Instead, Yang Deren won the award. 

If someone else gets this award, you might suspect that this award is shady. 

But Yang Deren itself is very low-key. It is also the kind of doctors who are benevolent and run for the 

people. The Baishantang is almost not profitable. I usually live very frugally. Although peaches and 

plums are all over the world, I dont want to say how good my students are, and I dont want to ask for 

my own students. 

It’s impossible for such a person to engage in shady. 

So this group of famous doctors were very surprised when they heard Yang Deren say this. They didn’t 

expect Yang Deren to guarantee Lin Kai like this. 

Although they thought about it carefully, the words that Lin Kai said earlier did have some truth, and 

they admitted that the treatment method of fighting poison with poison did indeed have a big problem. 

But among so many methods, I still believe that this method of fighting poison with poison is the one 

that can be grasped the most. 

And they were even more dismissive of what Lin Kai said about using silver needles to treat. They made 

any international jokes. How can silver needles be used for treatment? Thinking that Lin Kai was talking 

nonsense, Xiao Young was just bragging there. 

The reason for their anger is that the young man brags and doesn’t look at the occasion. If it’s purely 

among juniors, it’s okay to brag there. 

But they are not only predecessors, but also the kind of predecessors who have a reputation. In front of 

their famous predecessors, they did not maintain a modest and studious attitude, but bragged in front 

of them, or that kind of bragging without borders, which was completely ignored. 

Therefore, they are still one by one, looking at Lin Kai with disdain. 

Only Dean Wang is the only one who is studying Western medicine, who doesn’t know much about 

Chinese medicine, and is a bit disdainful. Had it not been for the long-haired blue-haired foreign girl in 



the ward, he would continue to emphasize that if it is not cured by Chinese medicine, he would not 

invite these Chinese medicine experts. 

So he is not sure, the heads in it are all the same. 

He even felt that if Lin Kai could really treat him well, that would be great, as long as there is no effect 

on the silver needle or the silver needle. 

After all, this great task is weighed on his head. 

Who made him the dean of this hospital, and the long-haired foreign girl in the ward just ran here. 

If he went to other places, he would naturally not care about anything. 

Dean Wang believes that at least the silver needle treatment method sounds like it is much less 

dangerous than fighting poison with poison. 

This silver needle treatment method is not life-threatening. The long-haired babe in the ward will 

definitely accept this method. 

Coupled with Yang Deren’s guarantee of Lin Kai, although he does not look down on Chinese medicine, 

he still admires Yang Deren very much. At the beginning of their hospital, there were a few modern 

medical treatments that could not be saved. After Yang Deren heard this, he ran for treatment 

immediately with the benevolent attitude of the doctor. 

In the end, it was really good to rejuvenate, and the few patients were directly pulled back from the 

hands of the king using Chinese medicine. 

As a result, Dean Wang had to admit that Yang Deren’s TCM is still very good. 

Now that Yang Deren serves as Lin Kai like this, Dean Wang still trusts Lin Kai a little bit. 

To be precise, it was Yang Deren’s face. 

And he himself was very anxious. Although he contacted the experts in the provincial capital, he still 

couldn’t make it in a short time. 

The most important thing is that the long-haired blue-haired foreigner in the ward said that she had 

been given half a day, but she might be able to leave at any time. 

As long as one is impatient, he will probably leave immediately. If you change to another person, you 

will leave, but this long-haired foreign girl with blue hair is absolutely impossible to walk. 

Once he is gone, he will be over. 

When he thought of this, Dean Wang became more anxious, so he didn’t care about it, and went 

straight to Lin Kai. Then to Lin Kai, looking like a very kind elder, smiled at Lin and said: “Lin Xiaoyou, I 

was so sorry just now, but I was abrupt. Get to know again, I am the director of the hospital. 

Unexpectedly, you will be praised by Mr. Yang in the field of Chinese medicine. Then I am relieved. Just 

because I am not at ease, I have some doubts about you, so don’t worry about it. Unexpectedly, Lin 



Xiaoyou is so young and has great accomplishments in Chinese medicine. Otherwise, it won’t be 

recognized by Mr. Yang. “ 

Dean Wang was naturally dubious, but he really hoped in his heart that Lin Kai really had the ability to 

treat that blue long-haired foreign girl. 

So after boasting about Lin Kai on the surface, he hurriedly asked: “Xiaoyou Lin, do you really have the 

ability, what silver needle method to cure that patient?” 

This is what Dean Wang wants to ask most at this moment. 

Lin Kai didn’t hide anything. He was invited by Yang Deren and someone above him. 

Whether it is to give face to Yang Deren or to the person above, he will definitely treat it with all his 

strength. 

He responded: “I dare not say, I am 100% sure. After all, I haven’t seen the patient yet, but I can 

describe the specific situation of the patient through Mr. Yang. I am probably more than 90%.” 

“What? More than 90%? That’s it?” 

These famous doctors looked at Lin Kai more angrily. 

Chapter 1599: No Qualification 

Chapter 1599 

Not long ago, Cheng Lao and them came up with the best way to fight poison with poison. 

The main reason is that this treatment method is the one that has the greatest grasp of all conceivable 

methods. 

Even if this method is the most sure, it is only 40% sure. Don’t underestimate 40% confidence, because 

other methods are 20%, 10%, or even lower. 

Lin Kai’s opening is said to be more than 90% sure. What is even more exaggerated is that I brought it. Is 

it more than 90%? 

This is more than what Lin Kai pointed out earlier that their method of using poison to fight poison has 

many improprieties, and it also seems ridiculous. 

Their group of famous doctors, as well as senior-level people like Cheng Lao, discussed together for a 

few hours before they were 40% sure. 

Therefore, in their opinion, Lin Kai came with an open mouth. 

For this young junior, these famous doctors stared at Lin Kai angrily. If it hadn’t been for the corridor of 

the hospital, they would have been unable to bear it, one by one would not be able to restrain Lin Kai. 

Lin Kai didn’t care about the anger of these famous doctors. 

On the contrary, Dean Wang was immediately excited when he heard Lin Kai say this. He hurriedly said 

to Lin Kai with great enthusiasm: “Little friend Lin, come, come, come with me. As long as you cure the 



patient, the country will reward you. I will also give you a bonus privately, of course, provided that the 

patient is cured!” 

President Wang was afraid that Lin Kai would leave, so he began to pull Lin Kai’s arm, trying to pull Lin 

Kai into the ward. 

Lin Kai shook his head. He didn’t come for a reward. As far as he was concerned, he couldn’t use it 

unless he was a kind of immortal cultivator. Otherwise, other gold and silver jewelry, even fame, would 

be unattractive to him. 

However, he himself went to treat this patient well, so Lin Kai walked into the ward with Dean Wang. 

Yang Deren used Lin Kai as a guarantee, so naturally he went in with him. 

The remaining Cheng Lao, and the group of famous doctors, originally planned to leave, but 

unexpectedly, that bragging junior would actually dare to run into the ward and try to treat the patients. 

They didn’t want to leave in an instant. Instead, they stayed to see what Lin Kai was capable of, and 

where he was confident that he had the so-called 90% or more confidence! 

Therefore, they also want to follow along and enter the ward. 

However, Dean Wang was afraid of Mr. Cheng, and the group of famous doctors who disturbed the 

foreign girls with blue long hair and Lin Kai’s treatment should not be disturbed. 

As a result, when Dean Wang entered, he shut the door of the ward easily. 

Lao Cheng and the group of famous doctors were immediately embarrassed. They just didn’t take a few 

steps and wanted to enter the ward. Unexpectedly, Dean Wang would close the door like this. 

This made them even more angry. It just counts this resentment at the beginning of Lin. 

Especially when they thought of a way for a long time, before they started treating the patients, they 

were taken the first step. 

If it were to change to another famous expert, they would naturally not be like this. Instead, they would 

discuss with the famous expert. 

But now? 

But it was a young junior, bragging about arrogant bulls, and Dean Wang and Yang Deren, too, turned 

out to be really that young junior. 

Let this young man go to treat the foreign girl with blue long hair, let alone whether this young man can 

be treated well. But letting these young people treat them has made them faceless. 

After all, no one cares whether this young man is bragging, because everyone knows that this young 

man is obviously impossible, and what silver needle method is used to treat successfully. 

If this matter spreads out, their reputation will still be greatly affected. 

At this moment, there was a famous doctor who looked gloomy as water when he thought of this. He 

couldn’t help but open the mouth to Dean Wang who was about to close the door: “Dean Wang, do you 



really want that arrogant young junior to treat that patient? Ignorance junior, surely it won’t be cured, 

you let him go for treatment, isn’t this embarrassing us? If this matter spreads out, where will our faces 

be put?” 

Dean Wang naturally understood the stakes in this, but as long as he had a little hope, he would 

definitely let Lin Kai try. 

Therefore, he replied: “This is not the case. Xiaoyou Lin has been guaranteed by Mr. Yang, which shows 

that Xiaoyou Lin is more or less capable. Moreover, the silver needle treatment method, even if the 

treatment is not good, There will be patients, what are the discomforts. Let Lin Xiaoyou, give it a try, it’s 

okay. 

As for why you are worried that this matter will be spread, you can rest assured. If you think about it, Lin 

Xiaoyou is very affirmative, saying that he is very confident that the treatment is good. In case, if the 

treatment is not well, and you don’t listen to your advice. Isn’t this, it means that you are at a 

disadvantage if you don’t listen to the old man? You can take this to get a good education. “ 

Dean Wang was also smooth, and neither side was guilty. 

At this time when the process is not old, as for the opening and saying: “Dean Wang, you are wrong. 

Using the silver needle method may also harm your life. If it is our elders, the technique is skillful, and 

the various acupuncture points on the body , Is also very clear. And juniors, if they are not very familiar 

with the situation, if they are not careful in their techniques, they will hurt the patient. 

What’s more serious is if the acupuncture points are unfamiliar and get stuck in disorder. It is very likely 

that the wrong acupuncture point is stuck, and it is life-threatening. This junior named Lin Kai was so 

arrogant before and said something ignorant. In case he makes a mistake, can you bear the 

responsibility? “ 

When Mr. Cheng said this, Dean Wang’s heart suddenly trembled. He could not help but give up closing 

the door, but instead pulled it back. Lin Kai, who was about to enter the ward, asked: “Lin Xiaoyou, do 

you have any relevant TCM qualifications class?” 

Those who have this kind of qualification have been assessed. Acupuncture points like traditional 

Chinese medicine are also the most basic. 

The assessment is naturally related to acupuncture points. With this qualification, it means that you are 

familiar with acupuncture points. 

If not, then it really has to be carefully considered. 

Of course Lin Kai didn’t. In fact, it was easy for him to evaluate this qualification, but he felt that he 

didn’t graduate, and he didn’t rely on it for food anyway. 

Therefore, Lin Kaitao did not conceal it, so he said: “There is no qualification certificate.” 

“What? Really not?” 

Dean Wang broke into a cold sweat instantly. He thought Lin Kai was so powerful, after all, he was so 

highly praised by Yang Deren. Unexpectedly, he didn’t even have a qualification certificate, which made 

him speechless. 



After Lin Kai finished speaking, these famous doctors showed sarcasm one by one: “Haha, I didn’t have 

any qualification certificates! It’s no wonder that my school finds a teacher at random to be better than 

this kid in such big words!” 

Chapter 1600: Have We Met? 

Chapter 1600 

The one who spoke was Feng Jiayi, the dean of Jiangyou Medical College. 

Yang Deren is the named professor of his college. He knew Yang Deren’s skills, so he invited Yang Deren 

over to teach some students in the college. 

In fact, before, he still believed Lin Kai a little bit, after all, it was Yang Deren’s guarantee. 

But now, for a long time, this kid doesn’t even have a qualification certificate. Isn’t this making people 

laugh? 

Mr. Cheng also looked at Lin Kai disdainfully, and said coldly: “Junior, you don’t even have a qualification 

certificate. What qualifications do you have to see a patient? I advise you to take a qualification 

certificate first, and then come over to brag. “ 

Lin Kai was about to say something, Yang Deren said at this time: “Xiaoyou Lin has no qualifications, and 

he is indeed not fake. But his job is not a job, but his level of Chinese medicine is indeed very good. Since 

you are worried about problems. , Then I will make another guarantee, and it is no problem even to sign 

a contract guarantee. 

If Lin Xiaoyou really hurts the patient, all the responsibility will be on me. So, let Lin Xiaoyou try, anyway, 

the responsibility lies with me. “ 

Now Yang Deren is so confident in Lin Kai because he can’t see through Lin Kai. 

He has lived for most of his life, and I dont know how many students he has taught, and there are many 

of them. They are at the same level as him, and even better than him. 

Those students, he could still see something, but Lin Kai couldn’t see through. 

Combined with his previous granddaughter and that video to open, Yang Deren always felt that Lin Kai’s 

level might be higher than him. 

Especially now, seeing Lin Kai still looks very calm, he trusts Lin Kai inexplicably. 

That’s why Yang Deren said so. 

This sentence once again surprised everyone. Previously it was just a verbal guarantee, but this time, it 

was true. 

Dean Wang couldn’t help but asked Yang Deren curiously, and said, “Old Yang, are you really so 

confident?” 

Yang Deren didn’t doubt he was there, and nodded: “Yes.” 

Not to mention Dean Wang, others are also very curious about why Yang Deren is so confident in Lin Kai. 



Yang Deren whispered again: “I also said before that my granddaughter’s TCM level already possesses 

an advanced qualification certificate. Generally speaking, there is no one who has been in medicine for 

10 or 20 years, so it cannot be passed. of. 

My granddaughter was young, but she passed the exam in her early twenties. There are not many in the 

country, and I took the exam at a young age like my granddaughter. This is enough to show that the 

level of my granddaughter is still there, right? “ 

Hearing Yang Deren’s words, everyone nodded. 

Indeed, this advanced qualification is still very difficult to test and requires a lot of knowledge and 

experience. 

It’s like ordinary people going to college, the normal age is eighteen or nineteen. As for the young 

genius, he was admitted to the university at the age of twelve or thirteen, which is still a very famous 

university. 

It can be said that Yang Deren’s granddaughter Yang Mengzi is at the level of a young genius in the field 

of Chinese medicine. 

Yang Deren then immediately said: “Learning is endless. Even at my level, I need to continue to learn 

knowledge, and I will encounter doubts. Naturally, my granddaughter sometimes encounters puzzles. 

Before he Will find me, but sometimes I dont understand the problem. 

But what I don’t quite understand, my granddaughter asked Lin Xiaoyou, after asking Lin Xiaoyou for 

advice, she did! And it’s the perfect answer! Even I can benefit a lot from it! For example, those common 

medicinal materials, if combined, have a miraculous effect of nourishing qi and blood. Compared with 

other medicinal materials, I don’t know how many times stronger. 

Also, there is a hidden acupuncture point under the feet. That acupuncture point is equivalent to a dark 

line, and it is also a variety of organs directly through the body. It is easier to cure diseases that occur in 

the patient’s body. And these are all answered by Lin Xiaoyou for my granddaughter! We dont even 

know these! 

Maybe you think that this was discovered by Lin Xiaoyou who might have read some ancient books. But 

on the basis of Chinese medicine, let alone my granddaughter, even I am ashamed. Because I read what 

Lin Xiaoyou told my granddaughter, so in my opinion, Lin Xiaoyou is more accomplished than me! “ 

Lin Kai heard Yang Deren’s praise, he smiled and shook his head: “Old Yang, I just know a little bit. The 

real experience is still your great.” 

Lin Kai is also telling the truth, but he is indeed more accomplished than Yang Deren in most aspects. But 

in terms of experience, it is still far inferior to Yang Deren. 

But other people were surprised when they heard Yang Deren’s words. 

Especially when Dean Wang trusted Lin Kai again, he immediately chuckled to Lin: “Xiaoyou Lin, please 

come in and heal this patient quickly.” 

Dean Wang didn’t close the door anymore. Cheng Lao and the group of famous doctors showed 

suspicion. Even if Yang Deren said that, they still doubted Lin Kai. 



So they also walked into the ward. 

At the moment, the blue long-haired foreign girl in the ward saw a group of doctors coming in. She 

frowned and said unhappily: “How are you discussing? Can it be cured? Don’t tell me soon. The method 

that I told me before, that method I cannot cure.” 

With a smile on his face, Dean Wang pulled Lin Kai to the hospital bed and introduced the blue long-

haired foreign girl: “Miss Anna Xili, dont look at his young age, but He still has great accomplishments in 

Chinese medicine, and he may be able to cure your illness.” 

Next to the long-haired foreign girl with blue hair, the beautiful translator immediately said to Dean 

Wang dissatisfied: “How did you do it? Don’t think that we don’t know some Chinese medicine, so 

young, even if we have great accomplishments. Is it past the older generation? Does it mean that he can 

be compared to the famous doctors behind you?” 

Dean Wang was speechless for a while, and now he has a feeling of being overwhelmed by a tiger, and 

the answer is yes, nor is he not answering. 

After all, no matter what the answer is, it will offend both parties. It is an unwise choice to offend both 

parties now. 

Just when Dean Wang was very embarrassed, how to answer this sentence. 

The blue long-haired foreign **** the hospital bed looked at Lin Kai stubbornly, with doubts and a touch 

of contemplation in her beautiful eyes, she couldn’t help but asked Lin Kai: “This gentleman, have we 

met? I always think, you I’m so familiar, I just can’t remember it.” 

Lin Kai responded indifferently: “It may be that your face is blind, after all, it is not a country, it is 

normal. Just like us, you will often have face blindness.” 

“I don’t believe that my face is blind.” The blue-haired foreign girl said with certainty: “Think about it 

now, it’s not your familiar face, but your temperament, which makes me feel very familiar!” 

 


